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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Strong efforts are directed nowadays towards making scientific information accessible to 
everyone. The amount of data available is immense, but raw data isolated from an information 
system could lose its value. Data acquisition is followed by quality controls in order to make it 
useful for physical or data-driven models. Nonetheless, distribution and accessibility of the final 
products is imperative in order to exploit them for science advancement purposes. 
 
Assimilation, calibration and rectification are the steps which data has to go through before it is 
distributed in multiple scientific formats. As a result of increasing data availability there has been 
an impressive improvement in computational models, along with better time and space sampling 
and enhanced software and hardware capabilities. 
 
In this light, this project is aimed at making the Hydrologic Data of the Corporation of 
Municipalities in Bogotá’s River Basin available for the science community. Our goal is to build 
a digital library that offers online access to the data given the premises of persistence, scalability, 
independence and self-description. This could be a first step in building a Hydrologic 
Information System for the basin. 
 
In the first chapter of this thesis, the importance of Hydrologic Information Systems in general 
and the Hydrologic Data Library for the Bogotá’s River Basin is outlined. The second chapter 
reviews different ongoing efforts to organize, distribute and analyze scientific data. Chapter three 
reviews the underlying computational technologies used for building information systems, in 
particular those used in this project. Chapter four explains the design and building process of the 
digital data library along with minor deployment technicalities. Chapter five exposes its 
shortcomings, future extensions and practical uses. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 Perspective of a Hydrologic Digital Data Library under Hydrologic Information System 
Models 
 
Our proposed Bogotá’s River Basin Hydrologic Digital Data Library is a small but important 
component of a future Hydrologic Information System Model. As defined in CUAHSI´s HIS 
status report [1], a Hydrologic Information System is a “Combination of hydrologic data, tools 
and simulation models that supports hydrologic science, education and practice”. This definition 
is built upon a wide range of computer and Internet technologies to accomplish CUAHSI´s four 
main goals. Under this system the Bogotá’s River Basin Hydrologic Digital Data Library will 
accomplish a first basic goal, which is to deliver online data access for the scientific community.  
 
 
1.2 Overview of the Bogotá’s River Basin Hydrologic Digital Data Library 
 
This library is built upon available information from the Corporation of Municipalities in 
Bogotá’s river basin and therefore it is important to isolate what can be reached with the 
information available. The information available consists of monthly measurements of thirteen 
hydrologic parameters from about 300 observatories that have been recording information since 
1927. These basins cover an area of approximately 10,000 km2. It is worth mentioning that not 
all observatories measure all parameters, nor do all of them cover this exact time span. However, 
a total of about 500,000 measurements will be stored. In the case that daily observations are 
stored, a total of about 15,000,000 measurements will be found on the database. Observatories 
have different measurement equipment—some of them are manual while others are complete 
telemetric stations. Although daily records are made, those are not available to the public yet, but 
the system should be able to support them in future versions. 
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Raw information comes in Excel files which are parsed to extract the parameters and 
accompanying information into CSV files. This information is parsed and stored in a 
PostgreSQL database residing in a computer server through an input data web service. Data can 
be continuously fed once it is produced and converted to CSV files. Afterwards, data queries can 
be made from any computer with an available Internet connection. To overcome data 
dependence issues, data is finally delivered in XML format with its correspondent metadata. 
 
 
1.3 Importance of the Bogotá’s River Basin Hydrologic Digital Data Library  
 
Having data in proprietary archives, text files or arrays in a computer program is possible and 
would probably make easier the process of data handling. However, to make data useful we need 
to take advantage of the querying capabilities of a relational database system, not to mention the 
increase in data maintainability, scalability and persistence achieved in a database. For scientists, 
however, it is a challenge to exploit data residing in a database system [2]. That is the reason 
why it should be coupled with a querying interface that allows the scientists to precisely retrieve 
the desired set. Moreover we should move towards having the appropriate Science Cyber 
Infrastructure in which the data is also analyzed via remote requests, sometimes requiring joining 
data sets stored in different locations and from heterogeneous sources. In this project our main 
goal is to make data accessible in a web portal accomplishing a basic but important step towards 
this concept. 
 
 
1.4 Original Contribution of the Bogotá’s River Basin Hydrologic Digital Data Library 
 
Although quite a lot of efforts are being made worldwide to distribute scientific related data over 
the Internet, in Colombia there is neither the legislation nor enough research directed to make 
data easily accessible. Public entities usually charge for the data and provide them in proprietary 
or printed formats. The few that are publicly accessible are not cataloged, updated or published 
in usable interfaces for the scientific community. As will be shown in this project, by using 
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popular programming languages along with non-proprietary software and tools data, access 
could be provided for the benefit of all.  
 
By the end we will achieve: 
 
• Formal storage of data in a PostgreSQL database. 
• A work flow for automatic data loading. 
• Continuous access to the data. 
• Capacity to readily use the data in different computer programs such as GIS, remote 
sensing, visualization and related hydraulics and hydrologic models. 
• A digital library for hydrologic related data. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW ON SCIENTIFIC DATA MANAGEMENT 
 
 
Data abundance has permeated every science domain. Mainly in this decade multiple efforts to 
make community-related data available have begun and are in full progress. This chapter 
describes briefly some projects on Scientific Data Management. 
 
 
2.1 Hydrology 
 
Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of Hydrologic Sciences (CUAHSI): 
 
The most prominent effort in constructing a reliable and up to date Hydrologic 
Information System is currently being made by CUAHSI.  
 
CUAHSI started as an effort to develop a national center for hydrologic synthesis [3]. 
This need for synthesis emerged from the necessity to unify and consolidate diverse 
processes, components and information that scientists have been studying in the water 
cycle. The water cycle became one of the most studied physical systems, where natural 
and anthropogenic factors concur every second to shape the future of earth’s most 
precious resource. 
 
This need for synthesis evolved into the main goal CUAHSI is proposing to achieve in 
the next decade, that is to attain systematic understanding of continental water dynamics 
from a multidisciplinary approach. Underpinning this goal are four main approaches 
being undertaken: new observations, interdisciplinary synthesis, cyber infrastructure for 
data access and modeling and advanced instrumentation methods [3]. 
 
In a much more focused scope of a Hydrologic Information Systems, CUAHSI has 
achieved major advances that are worth mentioning: 
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• Integrating different sources. 
• Providing a single interface to access data. 
• Categorizing, describing and archiving data. 
 
The most useful resource developed for data discovery under CUAHSI is Hydroseek, 
which is a global search that allows data discovery over multiple and heterogeneous data 
sources. It relies on several web technologies such as Web Services, AJAX and OWL. 
CUAHSI Controlled Vocabulary and several other service ontologies comprise an 
important part of the search wizard. The current coverage includes USGS NWIS and EPA 
STORET among other regional data centers. 
 
 
Global Hydrology and Resource Center (GHRC): 
 
The National Space and Aeronautic Administration GHRC provides data from satellite, 
airborne, and surface-based instruments. GHRC acquires basic data and produces derived 
products from many instruments. At the time this document was written it was envisaged 
that the Hydrologic Data Search, Retrieval and Order (HyDRO) system will allow the 
user to search the data sets from GHRC. However, all the links to HyDRO were broken. 
As an alternative, the Hydrology Data and Information Services Center (HDISC) appears 
to be providing the data products generated by GSFC’s Hydrological Sciences Branch.  
 
Although NASA serves as a final data repository, some other initiatives are exploiting its 
massive amount of earth science data products. The Algorithm Development and Mining 
System (ADaM), developed by the Information Technology and Systems Center at the 
University of Alabama in Huntsville, is used to apply data mining technologies to these 
datasets. ADaM’s focus is on weather forecasting, storm detection and the discovery of 
other climatologically related patterns. ADaM’s architecture takes advantage of web 
services and grid computing to operate in distributed environments. Closely related to 
ADaM is the Earth Science Markup Language (ESML) which facilitates data integration 
across multiple heterogeneous datasets. 
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World Climate Research Program (WCRP): 
 
Across the globe there are various initiatives occurring. The World Climate Research 
Program (WCRP) is attempting to address the broader climate earth system, given the 
increasing number of new technologies for observations and computing. Data issues are 
considered to be important for the WCRP Modeling Panel (WMP) and the WCRP 
Observation and Assimilation Panel (WOAP.) They aim to develop a comprehensive data 
policy that must include mechanisms and structures for data management, data access, 
climate data assimilation, synthesis and reanalysis, and model initialization and 
calibration. However, for this particular system there have been no updates since 2005. 
 
 
The World Data Center for Climate (WDCC): 
 
The WDCC collects and disseminates data related to climate change on all time scales. 
Emphasis is on data products from climate modeling and related observational data. The 
WDCC focuses on geo-referenced data using the operational CERA data and information 
system. Currently, a specific WDCC portal is under development for access through the 
CERA WWW-Gateway. CERA is a database model that has been designed to enable 
interchange of meta-information on geo-referenced data. 
 
 
BALTEX (The Baltic Sea Experiment): 
 
BALTEX was launched in 1992 as a Continental-scale Experiment (CSE) of the Global 
Energy and Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX) within the World Climate Research 
Program. What is interesting about it is that the data retrieval process appears to be a 
bureaucratic intricacy, as you can see in the following lines when attempting to request 
information: 
 
“You may receive data from BHDC providing:  
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Your complete identification form has been communicated by one BALTEX SSG member 
and has been registered at both the BALTEX Secretariat and at BHDC, Your data request 
has been detailed to BHDC, a BALTEX Data License Agreement has been signed by 
both by you and the BHDC. 
 
Copies of the BALTEX Data User Identification Form may be copied here.   
To order hydrological data from the BALTEX Hydrological Data Centre, you may send a 
request by e-mail to BHDC with the subject ‘Request’. Specify what station(s) or 
region(s) that are of interest, the time period and parameters.” 
 
It appears that their guidelines and research efforts are going in the opposite direction to 
which the scientific community is driving. 
 
 
2.2 Geophysics 
 
Geosciences Network (GEON): 
 
GEON’s focus is the quantitative understanding of the North American lithosphere. Its 
major achievement has been the inclusion of heterogenic data and tools among various 
earth science disciplines. Another important feature of GEON is the inclusion of 
international data sets, thus achieving larger geographical coverage. 
 
UNIDATA: 
 
Unidata provides real-time earth-related data. Unidata is a data facilitator, not a data 
archive center. The systems provide radar and satellite data, amongst others. Its core 
products are for visualizing, displaying, cataloguing and browsing data. 
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2.3 Environmental Science 
 
Water and Environmental Research Systems Network (WATERS): 
 
WATERS, formerly CLEANER, is a project that integrates some aspects of earth 
sciences and environmental engineering disciplines. WATERS emphasizes water quality. 
 
Ocean Observatories Initiative (OOS): 
 
The aim of the Ocean Observatories Initiative (OOS) is to enhance the relatively limited 
infrastructure to make observations in the ocean. It proposes to focus on the global, 
regional and coastal components and in particular on the under-sampled Southern Ocean. 
 
National Ecological Observing Network (NEON): 
 
NEON will focus on the continental scale; its primary interest is to study the impact on 
ecosystems of climate change, land use and invasive species. NEON will deploy core 
sites to measure an eco-climatic region.  
 
 
2.4 Earth Science 
 
Group on Earth Observations (GEO): 
 
A system of systems, as it is denominated, would coordinate efforts to link different 
observing systems and enhance the decision-making process. 
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2.5 Others 
 
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) is an astronomical survey that provides optical images 
covering more than a quarter of the sky, and a 3-dimensional map of about a million galaxies and 
quasars.  
 
The GriPhyN project is developing grid technologies for scientific and engineering projects that 
will collect and analyze distributed, petabyte-scale datasets. GriPhyN research will enable the 
development of Petascale Virtual Data Grids (PVDGs) through its Virtual Data Toolkit Physics, 
closely related to the SDSS. 
 
Entrez is a cross-database search engine for approximately twenty-four life science databases 
maintained by the National Center for Biotechnology Information. Some of the subjects covered 
include: gene sequences, molecular structure, proteins, and nucleotides. 
 
Ensembl provides storage, manipulation, and computing power for large genome sequences. 
 
The GenBank database is designed to provide and encourage access within the scientific 
community with the most up-to-date and comprehensive DNA sequence information. 
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CHAPTER 3 
INFORMATION AND COMPUTING TECHNOLOGIES INVOLVED 
 
 
There are many possible paths to follow and perspectives to look at when designing, building 
and implementing computing information systems. Several of them depend on the system 
complexity, goals and resources available. Even under the science discipline it will serve its 
primary purpose. They are revealed in interesting courses and books such as those used as 
references for completing this work, [1], [5], [6]. In this chapter we will present them in the order 
chosen for building the system and under the goals we strived to achieve. Every component 
explained in this chapter has a sibling in chapter 4, particularly the practical application for each 
case. If we explain the concepts behind data models, readers and users of the next chapter will 
find the specific data model for the hydrologic data library, etc. 
 
 
3.1 System Architecture 
 
First of all, we need computers (hardware) and software to deploy a system. They are related, 
software runs on hardware. The backbone of any information system consists of an extensive 
array of hardware, software, protocols, standards and other computing technologies coupled 
together. These tools are constantly changing, being updated and patched. However, the 
underlying concepts beneath every information system model remain the same. 
 
There could be different approaches to building an information system in regards to the system 
architecture. A system architecture can be defined in terms of the mapping of the software, 
hardware and network components [5]. The first information systems were built upon a 
monolithic architecture in which a single mainframe stored and provided all related services 
(data storage, business logic and end-user interface.)  
 
This later evolved, offering multiple end-user terminals. The next advance was file-shared 
architecture in local area networks. In file-sharing architectures, a central computer stored the 
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data and client computers’ executed applications. Data was moved up and down from the storage 
server to other machines.  
 
Later, client/server architectures evolved and they have expanded from one or two tier 
applications to multi-tier. The latter provided what has become one of the most important 
achievements in information systems, scalability. Scalability allows the system to grow when 
more users need to come on, or when enhancements to the system are made in terms of data 
storage, processing or functionality.  
 
In figure 1, a sample system architecture is presented. This architecture is similar to the one 
being developed in this thesis. Our digital library is composed of the same layers. In tier 0 we 
have our end-users who access the application from any browser—Internet Explorer, Mozilla 
Firefox, Opera or any other. Not mentioned here, but between tiers 0 and 1 we usually find other 
hardware components such as load balancers, firewalls and routers. Tiers 1 and 2 are Java-related 
technologies that perform the business logic and serve as middleware to connect the various 
components. Tier 3 is a PostgreSQL relational database management system that serves as a data 
repository for the information. Today’s software is evolving into a multi-tier system reflecting 
the pervasiveness and importance of web applications and data management. 
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Figure 1. Sample system architecture. 
 
 
 
 
3.2 OOP and UML Modeling 
 
As software becomes more and more complex, its development is not a one man task anymore. 
A single programmer does not write the whole code for a single program. It requires a team of 
programmers to write and assemble programs. Every programmer usually specializes in specific 
tasks, such as developing the graphic environment of the software; another could code the 
business engine. However, this project is a one man task; nonetheless, one should follow design 
and coding guidelines which are specified in the UML language. As well as that, other 
developers have to understand what other team members have written. This is the reason why 
simple representations for more complex systems are in use today. Modeling software and data 
gives the team insight into each specific part which together compose the whole and the 
WEB CLIENT (Browser or Application) 
WEB SERVER (HTTP Server) 
Application Server 
Database Server 
Tier 0 
Tier 1 
Tier 2 
Tier 3 
GET, POST, SOAP 
JSP 
SQL 
XML Response 
Business logic Result 
SQL Result 
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interactions between them. Modeling makes an abstraction of the system; it shows the sets and 
subsets of the system [1]. 
 
Once the modeling is done, coding comes in to play. Civil engineers were not trained to write 
code. We usually learn by ourselves or some basic courses; this makes our programming 
procedural or functional. It is made to solve a specific task, not to be part of a whole or to be 
extended later. This is the reason for the necessity of object-oriented programming and software 
and data modeling. They coexist and both attempt to describe systems and their interactions in a 
much more comprehensible way. This approach is based on objects. 
 
Objects are whatever you can see around you: a chair, a car or a tree. Software objects are just 
their abstraction in the virtual world. Objects have states and behaviors; their equivalents are 
variables or fields and methods or functions. Therefore software objects are just as animated as 
their counterparts in the real world. A software object is a concrete instance of a data type called 
a class. Briefly, a class may interact with a set of functions; these sets of functions or methods 
are called an interface. Object class instances with the same underlying purpose are components. 
A set of components is integrated into a container. In programming objects are created and 
destroyed providing enhanced ways of managing memory. 
 
Object-oriented programming allows the construction of more adaptive systems. Components are 
usually reused inside and outside the software. There are significant enhancements in software 
quality and team productivity. 
 
Modeling is a must for simplifying reality. We build models in order to understand the 
functioning of the system. Models not only guide the construction of the system, they also 
document the history and steps required for building it. The software elaboration process usually 
starts by detailing the requirements of the program. Then one must identify the use cases, 
followed by development of the class model.  
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Data and Software modeling is usually accomplished via UML. UML is the language in which 
models are expressed via diagrams. UML diagrams are just blueprints of the software. UML is 
also an implementation language, since from it is possible to automatically generate software [7]. 
 
The software and data models are represented by a series of diagrams which are classified from 
static and dynamic points of view: 
 
Static Models: 
 
Use Cases Diagrams: 
 
These describe the functional behavior of the system from the user’s point of view [7]. 
They usually include the requirements of what ought to be done by the system, as well as 
the restrictions on what the system should not do. These requirements further divide into 
the business, users and system requirements. The business requirements refer to a broader 
scope of the goals of the organization with respect to the final user needs. The user 
requirements describe the tasks that users are able to realize within the system. The 
system requirements define the functionality of the software in order to allow the user to 
accomplish their goals and satisfy the business requirements. System requirements are 
divided into software and hardware requirements. The software requirements can be 
functional (input, operations, output) and non-functional (efficiency, usability, scalability, 
etc.). The hardware requirements refer to machine specific characteristics such as 
throughput latency, efficiency, etc. 
 
Class Diagrams and Conceptual Models: 
 
These describe the static structure of the system: their objects, attributes and associations 
[8]. This model is the most important for achieving object-oriented analysis. The class 
diagram usually contains: classes, relationships, interfaces, dependencies, roles or 
qualifiers and cardinality. The notation is given by a rectangle consisting of three main 
areas. One area contains the name of the class, containing the class attributes and the 
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operations that the class can perform. A class can be public, private or protected. The 
operations can be constructors, modifier methods or analyzing methods. Relationships 
are: association, aggregation, composition, inheritance and dependence. 
 
Dynamic Models: 
  
Sequence Diagrams: 
 
These describe the dynamic behavior between actors and the system, and between the 
system and objects. 
 
State Diagrams: 
 
State Diagrams describe the individual behavior of an object as a perpetual machine. 
 
Activity Diagrams: 
 
These model the dynamic behavior of the system with regards to work flow. 
 
 
3.3 Data Models and Data Management 
 
Data Models: 
 
The main goal of an information system is to manage data—in this case hydrologic data. 
In order to do it properly one must construct a solid data model. Data models will allow 
consistent, standardized, scalable databases. Data models are then deployed on any 
commercial or open-source Database Management Systems (DBMS). 
 
A data model is defined as [8] “A conceptual representation of the data structures that are 
required by a database. The data structures include the data objects, the associations 
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between data objects, and the rules which govern operations on the objects. As the name 
implies, the data model focuses on what data is required and how it should be organized, 
rather than what operations will be performed on the data”. 
  
Data models are hardware and software independent; they try to represent the data from 
the real-world point of view rather than the database itself. In the context of data 
modeling, one must first design the logical and physical structure of the databases to 
handle the information needs of the users for a defined set of applications. 
 
The data model is the first part of the design process; the other is the functional model. In 
the functional model one must anticipate how the data is going to be processed. The 
functional model is used to design the queries which will access and perform operations 
on the database tables. 
 
The output of the data model is an entity-relationship diagram which represents the data 
structures as a construct of entities and associations between entities. Every data model, 
regardless of its presentation (Entity-Relationship (ER) approach or the Object Model), is 
composed of [9]: 
 
Data: Information to be stored. We are referring to not only booleans, numbers, strings 
and floating point values, but nowadays more complex types of files and data are being 
stored. 
 
Metadata: Description of the information being stored. For example, the units of the 
corresponding measurement or what equipment was used to measure it. This has been a 
major advance to properly document what is being stored and to discover the possible 
uses of the information. Metadata promotes self-description as well as enhances other 
web services to interact with the data. As pointed out by Piasecki in [6], there are 
subcategories of metadata: content, syntactic and semantic metadata. Content metadata 
answers the who, when and what questions about the data. It basically describes things 
such as the producer, publisher and version of the data. Syntactic metadata refers to the 
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structure of the data; it concerns its relationships, order or any particular sequence it 
follows. Semantic metadata shows the description of the data in terms of its meaning. 
Under this thesis frame of reference, semantic metadata usually offers the units of a given 
measurement; this is why our raw information being stored with its accompanying 
metadata would become self-descriptive. By adding meaning to itself, users will know 
what they are looking at. There are certain standards for creating metadata. The most 
common ones are guided by the ISO, Federal Geographic Data committee in the United 
States and the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative. Colombia is following the guidelines of 
the ISO 19115:2003 and the Open GIS Consortium for geographical related products. At 
the moment there are no metadata standards for the hydrologic community in Colombia. 
 
Metamodels: The blueprint of the metadata.  
 
Meta-metamodels: The different relationships between data and metadata. 
 
Information integration is also a big issue. As scientific domains realized the importance 
of multidisciplinary research, they examined other’s datasets. Although the information 
could be familiar, the structures of the databases or the formats of the files are often 
completely different. These along with syntactic interoperability are one of the most 
typical challenges faced by researchers. The present scenario is to build some middleware 
structure on top of both sets that can translate and interpret each other. Today a lot of 
resources are being implemented with the Ontology Web Languages. Ontology web 
languages perform what is called semantic mapping. Semantic mapping connects two 
different metadata descriptions of the same measurement or parameter. This usually 
happens when different entities such as NOAA and the USGS measure and store the same 
parameter in each respective database. A universal information system in a single format 
is an utopian task to achieve; however, these emerging technologies and middleware can 
connect and join the myriad of existent sources. The particular data model we developed 
is encoded onto an XML document called schema. 
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Extensible Markup Language (XML): 
 
XML is an extensible file format which readily describes and distributes electronic 
documents. XML’s great strength is that it supports a rich structure of objects and nested 
elements. It supports validation and assures well-formed documents. XML use is 
widespread these days as a data interchange format, as a common format and as a remote 
procedure invocation protocol. While we focus on XML for data description, XML is 
also present when a web service or process on a remote computer is executed. 
 
An XML schema defines the content, semantic and syntactic rules for a valid XML 
document in a database-oriented format. XML documents can be translated, reformatted, 
queried, hyperlinked and styled for presentation or other for purposes. XML elements can 
be mapped to tables or relationships in a database and vice versa. Moreover, the Java API 
JAXB provides a convenient way to bind XML schemas to Java representations, making 
it easy for Java to incorporate XML data and processing functions in Java applications 
[5]. Our data model has a corresponding XML schema. This schema serves as a multiple- 
method communicating standard. What is stored in the database can be mapped to the 
raw information, to Java classes or, finally, to a file produced by a query. 
 
XML is extensively used for writing community specific metadata standards. Each 
community specifies their own XML schemas and conventions in such a way that data 
can be therefore encapsulated in XML documents providing portability and validation 
against those schemas. Examples of such languages are: the Earth Science Markup 
Language (ESML), the Geographic Markup Language (GML), the Mathematic Markup 
Language (MathML), amongst others. 
 
 
Database Management Systems (DBMS): 
 
DBMS are the software tools used to store the data given the models developed 
previously. As mentioned earlier, the processed information will be stored in a non-
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proprietary database called PostgreSQL. Databases evolved from file systems. Some 
disadvantages of file systems, such as the inability to access data efficiently when the 
location of the file is not known or the concurrent access management access is 
inappropriate, gave birth to the development of the first databases. These databases were 
a major leap in information handling. According to Garcia-Molina [10], the major 
advantages of a DBMS are: 
 
• Allows users to create logical and structured description of the data in the form of 
schemas using data definition languages.  
 
• Supports the ability to query and modify the data using the Structured Query Language 
(SQL). 
 
• Supports the storage of large amounts of data with the possibility of enhanced security 
measures to provide the recovery of data in case of failures.  
 
• Provides access to data for multiple users without interfering or compromising the 
integrity of the data. 
 
These first databases were used in very large enterprises such as banks, airlines and for 
corporate record-keeping. Once costly and difficult to maintain, nowadays databases can 
be properly configured and deployed in personal computers. However, their use continues 
to be primarily for commercial applications. In a very interesting article [2] it is 
mentioned why scientists have been traditionally unrelenting to adopt the use of databases 
in their major day-to-day tasks. Databases require further expertise to manage but the 
payout can be enormous. “In a second experiment, a colleague had written a program to 
find near-earth objects (asteroids). The program was about 20 pages of code and ran for 
three days. We wrote a 50-line SQL program in a few hours that got the same answer in 
about 30 minutes. When we added an index to support the query, it ran in 3 minutes.” 
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Databases have their own programming language, SQL. The Structured Query Language 
(SQL) is the language for data definition, manipulation and access control in every 
database. SQL is not a complete language, such as Java or C++; it is composed of about 
only thirty statements. This language is portable across operating systems and mostly 
across database vendors. 
 
3.4 Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) 
 
Our application is written in Java under the J2EE framework. Being a multi-tier application, it is 
composed of three layers: presentation tier, business tier and a data tier. Specifically, in the J2EE 
architecture the tiers are often divided into: Client tier, Web-tier, Business tier, Connector tier 
and Enterprise Information System tier. Nonetheless, these tiers are always distributed in the 
usual three tiers: client servers or machines, the J2EE application server and the data storage 
server. 
 
J2EE is a platform for developing web-enabled applications [5]. It has the advantage that it runs 
on almost all hardware and operating systems. J2EE offers a complete environment for building 
applications with a set of predefined application programming interfaces (API). These APIs 
allow us to more easily use pre-existing constructed components, such as those that connect to 
the database. J2EE can be used on any platform and can be easily integrated with a pre-existent 
system. J2EE uses a multi-tiered approach for building applications. The application logic sits on 
components according to its functions. 
 
J2EE applications are made up of components. A component is a self-contained, functional, 
software unit that is assembled into a J2EE application with its related classes and files and 
communicates with other components. The different components are: 
 
Web Components: 
 
There are two basic components, servlets and Java Server Pages (JSP) which can provide 
dynamic content. Inside a servlet one can program the interpretation and response to input 
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parameters, the business logic and the user response in HTML. The fundamental goal of 
JSP is to provide separation between the presentation and business tiers. Therefore one 
can design or update a web page in HTML without compromising the programming 
aspect. 
 
Business Components: 
 
The Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) container works on behalf of the Session, Entity and 
Message Driven Beans. Every component is managed inside a container which is in 
charge of the execution environment. It creates, deploys and destroys the component, 
achieving grater efficiency in administering objects. An enterprise bean also retrieves 
data from storage, processes it, and sends it back to the client program. 
 
Web Services: 
 
Under the J2EE perspective, web services are “web-based enterprise applications that use 
open, XML-based standards and transport protocols to exchange data with calling 
clients”. J2EE gives support to utilize these technologies by the following API’s: Java 
Architecture for XML Binding (JAXB); and Java API for XML Processing (JAXP). The 
client requests and web service responses are transmitted as Simple Object Access 
Protocol (SOAP) messages over HTTP to enable interoperable exchange between clients 
and web services, with each running on a different platform. 
 
J2EE also provides programmers with different interfaces for accessing databases, 
transaction support, authentication and authorization services and connecting 
heterogeneous information systems, amongst others. Some of these API’s are: Java 
Database Connectivity (JDBC), Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI), Java 
Connector Architecture (JCA). For our case these particular APIs are of the utmost 
importance since with them one can map a database parameter or variable with a Java 
class back and forth.  
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The interaction between tiers and services in J2EE can be better understood in figure 2. It is 
important to note that sometimes these services overlap or perform different functionalities. 
 
Figure 2. Interaction between J2EE components, taken from [11]. 
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CHAPTER 4  
HYDROLOGIC DIGITAL DATA LIBRARY DEVELOPMENT 
 
 
Following the guidelines and structure presented in the last chapter, we now present some basics 
on the geography of the area; the data model and software design processes; along with minor 
deployment tweaks and screen captions when using the software. Although our final product is a 
Web Application Archive (a single WAR file), it runs in tandem with a PostgreSQL database and 
a JBoss web server with some prior script loading and configuration files placement. This means 
that installing the software is not a straightforward procedure; this is the situation that usually 
happens when open source components are coupled. The advantage indeed is portability; 
however, the disadvantage is usability. A user trying to install the software has to go through a 
series of steps mentioned later. 
 
 
4.1 Geographical Scope 
 
Bogotá’s river basin has a particular importance due to many factors. The basin spans for about 
6,000 km2, which is less than 1% of the Colombian territory. However, about 10,000,000 million 
people (20% of the country’s population) live in the basin. This significant proportion shows us 
the immense pressure on the basin’s environmental and water resources. The impact is 
particularly notorious in the water quality of Bogotá’s river. The river flows across 385 
kilometers from an altitude of 3300 m.a.s.l., to its outlet in the Magdalena’s river at 290 m.a.s.l. 
(figures 3–5). 
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Figure 3. Geographic area of the basin in Colombia, taken from [12]. 
 
 
 
 
Area of the Basin 
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Figure 4. Stations location; note that the basin actually covers less territory, taken from [12]. 
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Figure 5. River Basin Area, taken from [12]. 
 
 
 
 
4.2 Data and Data Model 
 
The library is built upon available information from the Corporation of Municipalities in 
Bogotá’s river basin and therefore it is important to determine what can be attained with the 
information available. The information consists of monthly measurements of thirteen hydrologic 
parameters from about 300 observatories that have been recording information since 1927. As it 
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is noticed later, not all observatories measure all parameters, nor do all of them cover this exact 
time span; however, a total of about 500,000 measurements will be stored. 
 
The data contained in the raw information and the data model built in the library contains the 
following: 
 
• Code: a seven digit number. The first digit denotes the hydrographic area in Colombia; 
the second digit the hydrographic zone for this area; the third, the sub zone; and the last 
three digits correspond to the order type of the station. There are 5 major basins in 
Colombia; number 2 is the Magdalena river basin. 
• Department: Name of the department of Colombia. 
• Municipality: Name of the municipality. 
• Category: Type of station (table 1.) 
• Name: Name of the station. 
• Stream: Name of the stream in which the station is located. 
• Sub-basin: Name of the sub-basin inside Bogotá’s river basin. 
• Latitude: Latitude in degrees and minutes. 
• Longitude: Longitude in degrees and minutes. 
• XNorth: North coordinates in meters corresponding to the cartographic projection 
centered in the city of Bogotá. 
• YEast: East coordinates in meters corresponding to the cartographic projection centered 
in the city of Bogotá. 
• Height: Mean altitude above sea level of the station. 
• Entity: A code of the federal or state entity in charge of the station. In Colombia the 
IDEAM is in charge of the country’s network. The regional corporations of 
municipalities also have their own stations. In Bogotá, the water system company also 
maintains a large system of observatories. The entity number for Bogotá’s river basin 
corporation of municipalities is 22. 
• Installation Date: Date in which the station was installed. 
• Suspension Date: Date in which the station was suspended. 
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• Units: Units of the measurement as presented in table 3. 
• Type of Data: A code to determine whether the data is complete, incomplete or uncertain. 
• Instrument Type: Instrument used to perform the measurement according to table 2. 
 
Given this raw data, the data model consisting of the database and xml schema shown in figures 
6–7 was developed. This was done using proprietary software called Enterprise Architect which 
allows diagramming the tables, columns, keys and associations for later generation of the scripts 
in the data definition language (DDL) to set up the PostgreSQL database. In Enterprise Architect 
the data schemas are part of the Domain Model along with the Class Model mentioned later in 
the Software Design chapter. As we are designing a data library it is worth separating the data 
models from the models that interact with, organize, query and present the data. 
 
Table 1. Station categories. 
 
Code Station Category 
CP Main Climatologic 
AU Automatic 
CO Ordinary Climatologic 
PG Pluviographic 
PM Pluviometric 
LG Limnigraphic 
LM Limnimetric 
AF Water Level 
PZ Groundwater 
SE Sediments 
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Table 2. Measurement instruments. 
 
Code Instrument Phenomena 
Pm Pluviometer Precipitation  
Pg Pluviograph Precipitation  
Ev Evaporimeter Evaporation 
Tm Thermograph Temperature  
Hg Hygrograph Relative Humidity  
Gt Geotermograph Soil Temperature  
At Actinograph Solar Radiation 
HI Heliopraph Solar Brightness 
An Anemograph Wind 
Lm  Limnimeter Water Level - Discharge 
Lg Limnigraph Water Level - Discharge 
Pz Freatímeter Water Table Level 
 
Table 3. Parameters measured. 
 
Parameter Unit 
Monthly Maximum Discharge m3 
Monthly Minimum Discharge m3 
Monthly Average Discharge m3 
Monthly Total Evaporation Mm 
Monthly Average Relative Humidity % 
Monthly Minimum Relative Humidity % 
Monthly Maximum Water Level Cm 
Monthly Minimum Water Level Cm 
Monthly Average Water Level Cm 
Maximum Daily Precipitation Mm 
Monthly Rain Days Days 
Monthly Total Precipitation Mm 
Monthly Total Solar Brightness Daily hours 
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Figure 6. Database schema. 
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Figure 7. XML schema. 
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4.3 Overview of Software and Hardware Tools 
 
To put in context the specifics of this system, let’s review the scientific data portals as structured 
in CUAHSI (figure 8): 
 
Figure 8. CUAHSI´s schematic of scientific data portals. 
 
 
Following this scheme, the components and the specific tools used for the development of the 
system are (figure 9): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Web Services 
Data and Map Web Client 
Metadata Catalogs 
Digital Libraries 
 
Web Services 
Data Servers 
Observatories 
1…n 
Data Providers 
1…n 
Researchers 
1…n 
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Figure 9. Bogotá’s River Basin Hydrologic Digital Data Library Architecture Schematic. 
 
  
 
Although the structures are similar and the top application is basically a web portal, underneath it 
one can find different computer software, architectures, formats, o./s., etc. What is achieved is 
having on demand information that can be used for any application in any computer system. It is 
worth mentioning that these applications are nothing but data facilitators, meaning that they 
provide the web services required to locate and retrieve data from different data archives. Along 
with other virtual services they provide analysis, visualization and mining of the data when 
intensive computing resources are needed. 
 
For example, there are multiple software modules to create UML diagrams, class models and 
database schemas. In this case proprietary software called Enterprise Architect provides the 
functionality to create all of these in a single system. Enterprise Architect then generates all the 
Data Web Client: Any Platform, O/S or Browser  
Web Server: JBoss 
Application Server: Java API’s 
J2EE 
Web Services 
Middleware 
Database Server: PostgreSQL 
Windows 2003 SBS or Windows XP/Vista 
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DLL scripts, Java classes and variables to fill out with code. It can also do reverse engineering, 
which is taking existing code or a data extract of all the elements and components of the system 
and converting them into UML diagrams. It actually does the mapping from the code in any 
language onto its basic representation in UML.   
 
For the code writing part of the project we used a non-commercial platform called Eclipse. 
Eclipse allows the use of different programming languages and coherently enables the whole 
management of the code implementations phase, along with the server deployment of the code.  
 
The data storage facility chosen was PostgreSQL because it can be launched in any operating 
system that the application is executing on. The web server is the Java compliant server JBoss 
which can run on any platform. If, for example, the web server was Internet Information Server 
IIS from Microsoft, it could only be installed on a Microsoft server and would not achieve the 
goal of being a platform independent application.  
 
The final application is a Java Web Application Archive (WAR), which is copied to the deploy 
folder of JBoss. The WAR file is similar to the JAR file, except that the WAR contains server 
specific and static web resources as well as client classes. In the following sections we will 
discuss further technical details of various concepts and technologies on which the system relies. 
 
 
4.4 Software Design 
 
This procedure is based on the fact of how the user will operate the system. It is designed to start 
from the user end of the process as they interact with the software. This way the main 
screenshots of the program are tinkered. It all started from that, from the prototypes of the final 
user interfaces. One actually draws these screenshots or prototypes in Enterprise Architect. From 
a more technical point of view, Enterprise Architect allows you to develop what is called a 
Requirements Model and a Use Case Model to further develop the Domain Model (data and 
classes) to finally fill in the code. As the data model was explained before, only the class model 
in presented here.  
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Requirements Model: 
 
Is defined as [7]: “A structured Catalog of end-user requirements and the relationship 
between them”. 
 
This model is subdivided into functional and non-functional requirements. The functional 
requirements refer to the general procedures that govern what the system does.  
 
Figure 10. Requirements model. 
 
custom Requirements Model
Functional Requirements
+ Business Rules
+ Features
+ User Interface
Non-Functional Requirements
+ Performance
+ Scalabil ity
+ Security
+ Persistence
+ Transport
 
 
Each of the functional requirements in figure 10 are expanded to achieve three primary 
objectives which agree with the final user interfaces: parse and load data, search for data 
stored and deploy data in user selected formats (figure 11). Therefore, the main features, 
business rules and user interfaces of the system are directed towards achieving these 
goals.  
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Figure 11. Functional requirements. 
 
custom Functional Requirements
Features
+ F1.Load Data Files
+ F2. Search Data
+ F3. Export Data
User Interface
+ UI1. Load Data
+ UI2. Search Data
+ UI3. Export to XML
Business Rules
+ BR1.Load Data
+ BR2. Search Data
+ BR3. Export Data
 
  
The features of the functional requirements generate more specific tasks to be performed 
by the system (figure 13), and they interact with the final user through three user 
interfaces, plus a system login page (figure 14). These three interfaces are actually drawn 
in Enterprise Architect using graphical elements such as text boxes, checkboxes, menus, 
buttons. Their properties are assigned so that the proper code (in this case HTML and 
JavaScript) is then generated. As an example, in figure 12, a screenshot of one of the 
designed interfaces is presented. 
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Figure 12. Prototype of user interface 3, export search results to XML. 
 
 
 
Figure 13. Features of the functional requirements. 
 
custom Features
F1.1. Load Data
F1.2. Automatic 
Loading
F1.3. Manual 
Loading.
F2.4. Search 
Data
F2.2. Search 
Filters
F2.1. Results 
Presentation
F2.3. Search 
Helpers
F3.1. XML 
Generation
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Figure 14. Components of the user interface. 
 
custom User Interface
UI1. Load Data UI2. Search Data
UI3. Export to XML
 
 
The non-functional requirements are in this case user-oriented requirements as shown in figure 
15. They were defined following basic rules for security, such as retro alimentation of the 
parsing process (in order to detect and further prevent errors in the database and to determine in 
which cases the data was not being loaded). Scalability makes the software system independent; 
that is why J2EE is chosen and XML for data portability issues. Finally, the system has built-in 
persistence, which guarantees the availability and uniqueness of a storage solution for the data 
via a PostgreSQL database.  
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Figure 15. Non-functional requirements. 
 
custom Non-Functional Requirements
NFS1.The System must 
provide a way to validate 
and autenticate the System 
Administrator
NFS2. The System must 
hold a log of when the 
data files are loaded
NFSC1. The System must be 
developed according to current 
J2EE Standard
NFP1. The System must use a single 
database to store the files parsed
Security
NFSC2. The structure of the 
generated query from a search 
must be defined in a XML 
Schema
Scalabili ty
Persistence
NFS3. The System must generate a log 
fi le for every attempt to load data in 
the system
 
 
Use Case Model: 
 
The use case model describes the functionalities of the system from the user’s point of 
view. Each component of the use case model is associated with the type of user who 
performs the action. In this case we have two actors or users, a system administrator and 
the final user (figure 16). Each user can perform specific tasks which agree with the 
functional requirements proposed. The flow diagram for each of these tasks is presented 
in figures 17–22.  
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Figure 16. Use case model. 
 
uc Use Case Model
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Figure 17. Set up data loading. 
 
Actor System
Click on "Set Up Data File
Load" Link
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Figure 18. Automatic data load. 
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Figure 19. Manual data load. 
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Button
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Figure 20. Search data. 
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Figure 20 (cont.) Search data. 
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Figure 21. Select station. 
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Figure 22. Export search results to XML. 
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Class Model: 
 
The class model represents a static logical structure of the model with its components, 
attributes and interactions in terms of its development. The class model has two tiers, the 
presentation tier and the business tier.  
 
These classes are created from the use case model via Enterprise Architect, so that the 
classes accomplish the objectives defined in each case.  
 
The business and presentation class models are presented below (figure 23 and 24): 
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Figure 23. Business class model. 
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Figure 23 (cont). Business class model. 
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Figure 23 (cont). Business class model. 
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Figure 23 (cont). Business class model. 
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Figure 24. Presentation class model. 
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Figure 24 (cont). Presentation class model. 
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Figure 24 (cont). Presentation class model. 
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Figure 24 (cont). Presentation class model. 
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4.5 System Deployment and Use Case Examples 
 
There are some requirements and minor tweaks for the software that we are going to describe. As 
mentioned earlier, the final product is mainly a WAR file that contains the Java classes. 
However, a web server and databases are also required. The system was deployed in versions of 
PostgreSQL 8.2 and JBoss 4.0.5 for Windows, on both a laptop with Window XP and a Window 
Small Business 2003 Server. Although the code is working there, there are multiple issues to 
solve that have to be taken into account.  
 
Some of them that are worth mentioning: 
 
• In both Windows XP and SBS the PostgreSQL and JBoss Servers should be started prior to 
running the software. It is recommended to set them as a default so they are started at boot 
time. In XP this action is done by just dragging the run.bat files to the Start Folder. However, 
in SBS the JBoss server cannot be started by default without having to deal with the registry, 
so an executable application that does this process automatically was written. It seems that it 
is an issue that many JBoss users in Windows servers encounter. After doing this it is 
important to shut down the IIS and make the JBoss the default server. If for any reason the 
two servers should run together, the JBoss server would be running in port 8081 so that the 
queries could be properly redirected. 
 
• The folder where PostgreSQL is installed should have read-write permission in order to 
allow file updates on the database. This issue was hard to resolve since there were no 
apparent signs why the system was not working.  
 
• When the database is created for the first time an initialization and setup scripts should be 
executed. These scripts create the tablespace and structure of the database according to the 
defined schema. They also load fixed information, such as station type, station names (during 
the parsing process the name should match the one in the file being parsed), units and 
parameters, amongst others. 
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• A folder named bdatoshydros located in the disk root should be created. It is used as a 
location for the tablespace. The tablespace maps the database onto the actual file system in 
which the tables are stored. This location is specified in the SQL initialization script. 
 
• In the JBoss server the following files should be placed: the CehydroisWeb.war under 
/jboss/server/default/deploy/ which is the actual software package. The XML file that maps 
the server to the datasource cehydrois-ds.xml also lives under the same directory, which 
contains the username, password and local URL of the database, in this case 
jdbc:postgresql://127.0.0.1/cehydrois. So JDBC is the connection API, postgresql the 
database vendor and cehydrois the name of the database. The database can then be mapped to 
a Java object called CehydroisDataSource through the JNDI interface that is also specified in 
this XML file. 
 
• The files cehydroisweb.roles.properties and cehydroisweb.user.properties should be placed 
under \jboss\server\default\conf\props\. They contain the users and roles of the actors that 
interact with the software. 
 
• Be aware that the computer running the server and client side of the software should have at 
least JRE 1.6 and server side JVM. Usually the JVM that is on PCs only has the client side 
JVM. Creating the server folder and copying the jvm.dll into it should work just fine, but for 
administrator purposes it is better to have the complete installation. 
 
• For accessing the File Load screen an account is required (security measure). This account 
can be modified in the cehydroisweb.user.properties. The current user is andres.blanco and 
password is cehydrois. 
 
The following are some screenshots of the program working locally on a laptop in Google 
Chrome (figures 25–32): 
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Figure 25. Data load screen. 
 
 
 
Figure 25 is a screenshot from the data load screen while the program is running the URL on the 
local host and on the default port. To access it from the Internet the local host is replaced by the 
I.P. address of the server or its domain name (some further configuration has to be made, in this 
case, as the server was under a router and the proper port firing or redirecting is required). The 
file location refers to the folder where the input files are located c:\cehydrois\datain, 
[CEHYDROIS_HOME] is a directory named cehydrois under the root or c:\cehydrois. If the file 
is correctly uploaded to the database it is moved to an output folder c:\cehydrois\dataout. If there 
is a mistake during the loading or parsing processes, the correspondent log file is created. The 
log files (figure 26) help trace errors and correct them. This is a process usually done only once. 
Most common errors are due to attempting to load a parameter, station, municipality, etc. that 
has not been previously defined in the database. This also ensures that only correct files will be 
uploaded. There is also an option to perform the load process automatically. This takes into 
account the fact that the raw data can be measured anytime and the program will update it onto 
the database.  
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Figure 26. Data load results screen with sample log files. 
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The next figures show typical selections of stations that lie within a given municipality or basin, 
which is useful for comparing neighboring data (figures 27–28). Stations can also be searched by 
name, code, periods of data or geographic location. 
 
Figure 27. Dropdown menu to select municipalities. 
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Figure 28. Dropdown menu to select basins. 
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Figure 29. Result of selected stations within a municipality. 
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Figure 30. Result of selected stations within a basin. 
 
 
 
The stations that are retrieved from the previous steps are presented (figures 29–30) and the user 
is allowed to select them by a checkbox to proceed to selection of the parameters to view (figure 
31). 
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Figure 31. Data result for a selected parameter over multiple stations. 
 
 
 
Parameters are selected from the list available (figure 31) and an overview of the results is 
presented. Finally, the user can export the results of a query to an XML file along with the proper 
metadata (figure 32). 
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Figure 32. Export to XML screen. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SHORTCOMINGS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 
The first thing to notice for a final user interacting with the program is that major usability 
enhancements should be made. Moreover, those improvements should be directed not to the 
system administrator but to the user searching and acquiring data. This is something to expect for 
a civil engineer who is developing software. One must consider, however, that engineers are not 
commonly accustomed to be concerned with usability. Usability and human computer interfaces 
are a major topic in Computer Science. This matter reinforces the idea that such systems are not 
to be designed and programmed by a single person. It is a team of developers from computer 
science and the data related field that should take on these kinds of projects.  
 
Without entering into complex topics, simple enhancements can be made for better presentation 
of the interfaces and by providing a help menu or basic instructions for searching and retrieving 
data. Later, a batch procedure to check system compatibility could be written, which would 
install and deploy all the programs and associated files. 
 
With an increasing availability of hardware and software resources online (what is being called 
“cloud computing”), it is up to system administrators to evaluate whether to acquire and own the 
servers or use cloud resources. In this particular case, it was hard to keep the server up and 
running much of the time due to simple problems such as energy blackouts, routers, firewalls, 
and Internet connections failing, amongst others. For thesis writing purposes I switched to a 
version running locally on a laptop. In University settings, this is not much of a problem. 
However, if one only relies on a single machine, routine backups, bug fixes and other 
maintenance issues should be scheduled. The concept of redundancy indicates what should be 
explored to address these issues. Redundancy has not only to do with data, as in disk arrays 
(RAID systems), but with power, hardware and even software. 
 
More technical aspects that have not been tested but should be taken into account are those 
relating to software versions. The system was tested on Windows XP, Vista and SBS 2003 
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without any different arrangement. Only in Windows SBS 2003 a JBoss start-up service utility 
was installed. Different versions of JBoss and PostgreSQL, although not tested, do not pose any 
known hindrance to the running of the application. As stated in the previous chapter, with Java 
the only requirement is to have the JVM server side installed, which typically does not come in 
PC versions. Browsers allow the application to run properly: it was tested using Explorer, 
Firefox and Chrome. The application was written before Chrome even existed and now works 
fine. However, this does not avoid the fact that in the future some updates to the application 
(directly to the code) should be made, particularly due to newer, changed or eliminated Java 
classes or APIs. 
 
We chose a set of files with information that we found was not always consistent. For example, 
some cases that were corrected had to do with correspondence between what is stored in the 
database and what is being parsed from the raw files. The database could have a fixed, and 
entered while setting it up, name of the city, department, municipality, parameter, etc. If it is 
different by a single character from what is on the file being parsed, it produces an error. An 
approach to allow some flexibility in this issue would be a great improvement, leading to not 
having to do a check on input files.  
 
The issue of missing data was solved by placing a no value into the database. It is known that 
alternatives to this issue exist such as to compute it by some mathematical methods using the rest 
of the time series. Our current schema should be extended to support parsing other files, while 
temporal scales should be extended (this application only supports monthly information), 
parameters and in general data from other entities. 
 
Having the data in XML files can look simple at first. It is very useful as an input to a GIS or 
modeling software. The information can be loaded into a GIS using its geographic location 
stored in the metadata, and the corresponding time series for the parameters measured and 
created just by indicating the correspondent tag. The data units and instrument used for its 
measurement will be known. With that information multiple calculations or maps can be 
produced and distributed for flood warnings, statistical observances, etc.  
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This process saves time from what I remember I had to do ten years ago: swapping columns in 
text files to input them into two different programs that required precise formats to input the data 
correctly. This little obstacle required a specific program or piece of code to read the data and 
rearrange it automatically when data sets were large, such as those of a DEM. 
 
A lot other of technical improvements should be done to the system as a part of an ongoing effort 
to publish hydrologic data in Colombia. Currently lots of these institutions measure hourly 
values and some have acquired automatic measuring stations. However, the difficulty has to do 
more with being efficient in forming research partnerships between universities and public 
institutions and the lack of interest from the latter to develop policies to distribute data and make 
something useful out of it. 
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APPENDIX 
 
 
Data compressed file containing: 
 
\thesis andres blanco.pdf 
Thesis Document, Adobe Format. 
 
\ application\cehydrois-ds.xml 
File containing software specific information, XML Format. 
 
\ application\cehydroisweb.roles.properties 
File containing actor roles for the program. 
 
\ application\cehydroisweb.users.properties 
File containing user properties for the program. 
 
\application\CehydroisWeb.war 
Folder containing the Web Application Archives, WAR File. 
 
\scripts\ 
Folder containing SQL scripts to initialize and setup the database. 
 
\datain\ 
Folder containing the CSV files needed to feed the database. 
 
\originaldata\ 
Folder containing the original data in Excel format and the transforming script from Excel to 
CSV format. 
